

Meet medical teams healing
wounded Syrians. Bring small
gifts to give the wounded.



Visit Trendlines, the premier
incubator for medical devices.



Visit The Technion Institute
and meet with faculty, refugee
successes, conducting
medical research



Visit the Zaatari Refugee Camp
& meet the medical team. Meet
Iraqi refugees in Amman.



Visit an absorption center, a
model for refugee resettlement.



Meet & learn from physicians
at renowned Hadassah Medical
Center.

Highlights


Start your visit in Tel Aviv, the
White City on the
Mediterranean.



Meet with Sudanese, Eritrean &
Somali refugees.



Visit the volunteer clinic in the
Central Bus station and the
PHR clinic that treat refugees
pro-bono.



Meet physicians and policy
makers, & thought leaders.



Walk the streets and galleries of
Old Jaffa, then dine in the
Blackout restaurant as you
experience blindness.



Walk the streets of Jerusalem,
visit the holy sites, explore the
old city and market.



Visit the religious sites along
the Sea of Galilee & lunch at
the beautiful Adir Winery.

For information:
Rachel Yoskowitz, MPH.
yoskowit@oakland.edu
(248) 370-4355

Insight Into
Refugee Health

March 11-19, 2018
A unique study trip to Israel
and Jordan to learn about
the refugee experience &
health issues as seen
through the eyes of
refugees from multiple
nations of origin.

Insight Into Refugee Health
HHHHeHEalthHealthHealth

REFUGEE: A person who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or,
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being
outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is
unwilling to return to it.."
United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1951

Trip includes:







Deluxe accommodations throughout including The Herbert Samuel, Jerusalem; Herod’s Palace, Tel Aviv and The Landmark,
Amman
Expansive breakfast buffet daily, 7 dinners and 3 lunches
All entrance fees, guides and tours
Visa fees for Jordan
Sourcebook of educational materials
All travel is by deluxe motorcoach

Arrangements by Keshet Educational Journeys – Contact: esther@keshetisrael.co.il
(Optional extension to Petra available)
throughout including The Herbert Samuel, Jerusalem; Herod's Palace, Tel Aviv ; The Landmark, Amman. Price includes expansive breakfast
buffet daily plus 7dinners and 3 lunches, all entrance fees and guides, visa fees for Jordan, transportation to and from the airport, guided
tours, and a sourcebook of educational materials. All travel is by deluxe motorcoach.

“..and you will lie down and none shall make you afraid”
Leviticus, 26:6

